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Sizzix big shot pro dies
Introduction Have you been looking for a great, no-frills hand cutter to die? Sizzix Big Shot Pro may just be what you need. It's big, heavy and powerful. And while this makes it less desirable for those looking for an easy portable machine, it remains an excellent choice when power and extra capacity is required. However,
it's not cheap. Here are our two cents on whether to invest in or not. Sizzix Big Shot Pro Review Sizzix has retained solid power in the market for hand cutters to die for a long time. In fact, aside from the Big Shot Pro model, which is designed for medium and large-scale manual cutting, they also have another smaller Big
Shot model that is widely used for small and medium scale cutting. One thing that really stands out about the Big Shot Pro in particular is that it can be used with different dies. In fact, it can accommodate almost all kinds of dies available out there in the world: Allison dies Spellbinder dies Fiskar dies Accucut dies Cricut
dies SureCut dies, which can be used on Big Shot Pro continues and continues - and of course the main advantage here is that you can always get the best deal when buying for those who are due to extended sovereignty. In addition, you will also get the extra freedom to be creative, since you can purchase a wide
range of dies and use them to create different models for your projects. The key features of the Big Shot Pro don't let its big size fool you, the machine is actually quite simple. And therefore its list of features is also quite short. 1. Sliding Tray This handmade die cutter comes complete with a lovely tray that glides easily
over allowing you to make incisions on both sides. The tray is large enough and can hold up to 5 average dies at once. This way you can cut a few templates at a time, which also means you can save a lot of time when using this. Please note that there are opportunities to purchase different types of trays. There are
some people who complain that the extended tray is hard to use, but there are also those who swear by it. 2. The die cutter storage space provides ample, built-in storage space. It's the perfect place to store your materials, tools and even dies. What else? This vault is right under the rails of the sliding tray. This way you
can have all the stored materials safely tucked under the tray and still get to work the machine normally. 3. The pen is made of metal alloys and has a soft, ergonomic surface It sticks out 5-inches, giving you enough space to rotate the gears loosely. To make the deal even sweeter, its gears run smoothly, so even a 5year-old can easily crank it up. What else? It's This. Be quiet. And all thanks to the 44-pound weight machines, this pen can work with one hand as the machine doesn't swing. 4. Build quality The last thing you want to invest in is a big machine that is weak. Fortunately, you don't have to deal with this here. What you get
is a tool whose appearance is made of plastic abs, TPR, POM plastic and rubber. Its key moving parts are made of steel, metal alloy or aluminum. There is no denying that the machine is well made and capable of working for several years without any major problems. Unsurprisingly, the manufacturer supports it with a 3year warranty. 5. The weight and size of the Big Shot Pro is 24 1/4 inches long, 15-inch wide, and 7 1/2 inches high. He also weighs in at 44 pounds. So you can avoid this if you are looking for something compact to take with you to the local die cutting meetups. His smaller brother Big Shot is likely to be the best choice if
portability is a priority. 6. Adapter Pad is a high-quality pad adapter made of plastic resin. This will come in handy when you need to make a sandwich. The special design of this site eliminates the guesses associated with the manufacture of die sandwiches. You would, however, need to buy more if you use extra-big
dies. 7. Cutting Pad Pro's cutting pads are made of high quality polycarbonate plastic. These through pads make it extremely easy to create a sandwich and easily roll through the machine while cutting. However, you may need to use a crease pad if the dying you are using contain the fold rule. 8. Crease Pad It is a musthave if dying you use there is a rule of folds, such as dying for envelopes, boxes, bags, 3D pop-ups, and even cards. It measures 14 1/4-inch x 12 1/4-inch x 1/8-inch and was specially created with thin lines of folds to work. 9. Mylar Shims You get a couple of them with your original purchase of Sizzix Big Shot Pro - but
what are they for? Well, when your cutting pad or pad fold wears, Mylar Shims come in handy in compensating for variations. Similarly, shells can be useful in compensating for changes in paper thickness. So, if you notice that your steel rule is dying without cutting the shape completely, you can always use them to fix it.

List materials This Die Cutter can cut thanks to its powerful jaw, this bad boy can comfortably shorten the following materials. Flattened aluminum cans Balsa Wood Matboard Chipboard Corrupt Cardboard Felt and Fabric Foam Thin Leather Cork Thin Brass What We Like in This It has a large work surface Easy to work
(one hand operation) can be used with almost all kinds of dies available easily cuts through the most commonly used backed by a 3-year warranty Easy to maintain, no lubricant or lubricant is required for this In size and therefore not easily portable It sells for well above 300 bucks, making it a pretty expensive Final
Thoughts big machine that can accommodate a few dies can be a great find if you want to get the most out of your craft. Thus, we recommend Sizzix Big Shot Pro to anyone who wants to scale their death reduction activities. Its heavy design makes it ideal for both commercial and residential use. Hello, my name is Carol
Loki from Texas. I'm a die cutting and scrapbooking enthusiast, and I've been sharing my passion with my friends and like-minded people for almost 15 years. Feel free to contact me through the contact page. Find out more, introducing a whole new look at Big Shot Pro! For an artisan who wants it all comes a pro-force
die cutting machine that does it all. From our smallest dies to our biggest 12in wide plastic supported by various and embossed tools, the Big Shot Pro machine works with any Sizzix die or embossed folder to create an amazing assortment of craft forms. For added versatility, these machines are compatible with SureCut
dies from our allison education brand, and most other brands of steel rules die. If that wasn't enough, it's the industrial strength of the roller machine cuts and embossed many different materials. Create your own-of-its-kind maps, invitations, scrap pages, home decor, fashion, altered art, quilted and more! (To ensure
compatibility, always check the requirements for the machine and accessory. Built from industrial-power materials, the Big Shot Pro Die Cutting Machine has a 13-inch wide opening for cutting or squeezing many different materials. This Big Shot Pro includes a standard sliding tray, a standard Pad adapter, a standard
cutting pad, a Premium Crease Pad, two 0.10mm Mylar Shims and Die Pick. The standard sliding trey holds the movement of all forms of cutting or embossed products measuring 12in x 14in or less through the machine hole. The Big Shot Pro Standard Pad adapter makes all Sizzix steel rule dying measuring 12in x 14in
or less compatible with Big Shot Pro machines. (Additional platforms or adapters may be needed to create a sandwich.) Any product that cuts out shape or is thinner than Bigz Die requires the Big Shot Pro Solo Platform, Shim and Wafer-Thin Die Adapter (sold separately). Charts on Big Shot Pro Solo Platform, Shim and
Wafer-Thin Die Adapter offer simple tips on how to make the perfect Sizzix sandwich. Specification Includes: 1 Big Shot Pro Machine, 1 Standard Sliding Trey, 1 Standard Pad, 1 Premium Crease Pad, 2 Mylar Shims, 1 Standard Adapter Pad, 1 Die Pick Construction: ABS Plastic, POM Plastic, TPR, Rubber, Steel,
Aluminum, Metal Alloy Machine Dimensions: 24.25 inches x 15 inches x 7.5 inches for fit platform: 14.25in x 12.25in Store Store Sizzix's Die Cutting zgt; Product Information If you want to have it all and want to create maps, invites, pages, home decor, fashion, altered art, quilted and everything else that you can imagine,
then the Sizzix Big Shot Pro machine with advanced accessories for you! Content: One big shot Pro Machine Advanced Sliding Tray Advanced Adapter Pad Pair Advanced Cutting Pads Die Pick Size: 24 x 15 x 15 x 7 1/2 Big Shot Pro handles the smallest dies to a size 12, it works with your embossment tools, and
they're also compatible with Sure DiesCut from Allison. This industrial power machine boasts a 13-wide hole that allows a wide range of materials to be cut or embossed. The extended sliding tray holds the movement of all form-cutting sizzix and embossed products through the machine's hole. You'll love that this
machine can handle up to 8 layers at a time, in one pass! For quilters, you can cut large, long stripes including sizes 2 x 24 to 12 x 24, and you'll be head for heels that you can create an assortment of shapes and sizes for your blanket-making adventure! For those of you who love scraps, you'll enjoy the fact that you can
emboss a sheet of paper up to a size 12 x 12. So, there you have, this machine is a complete craft package! What materials can Big Shot Pro machine cut through? Paper Foam / Matbord Fabric Felt Thin Craft Metals Balsawood Chipboard Corrugated Cardboard Cork Leather How to Use Sizzix Big Shot Pro Machine:
Place to Die on a Suitably Size Cutting Pad. Place the paper or desired material to be cut on top of the die. Place another matching cutting pad size on top of the paper or material to create a sandwich. Place the sandwich on top of the adaptor in a sliding tray. Click Sliding Tray in the opening of the Big Shot Pro machine.
Keep your hands away from the roller and die while using. Pay attention to the handle rotation and continue to rotate it in the same direction until the sandwich has passed through the roller hole. Dies can be accessed in any direction, right or left. Remove the sandwich from Big Shot Pro. Your die cut shapes are ready to
use! How to use with Framelits and waffle-thin dies: Place the material that will be cut on top of the cutting pad. Align to die on top of the material at will. Place the Cutting Pad on top of die to create a sandwich. Place the sandwich on the Big Shot Pro Solo Platform, Solo Shim and Solo Thin-Die Adapter (all sold
separately) and place on top of the Adapter Pad in a sliding trey. Follow bullet points from 3 to 5 in the section How to use the Sizzix Big Shot Pro Machine to complete. How to use with Embossing Folders, Embosslits or Dies: With simple Embossing Folder experiences, textured Embossing Folder impressions or
Embosslits or or or Die open, insert paper, foil or other embossed material, and then close like a book. Place the standard cutting pads above and below the closed Folder to create a sandwich. Place the sandwich on the Big Shot Pro Solo Platform and Solo Shim (sold separately) and place on top of the Adapter Pad in a
sliding trey. Follow bullet points from 3 to 5 in the section How to use the Sizzix Big Shot Pro Machine to complete. How to care for the Sizzix Big Shot Pro Machine: Over time and because of normal use, the machine will become dirty or dusty. This will happen primarily in the storage-well under the sliding Tray. To clean,
use only isopropyl alcohol (alcohol) poured on a clean paper towel and rub the storage well until it evaporates. With another clean dry paper towel, wipe off any leftovers. NEVER use bleach or abrasive cleaners on the machine. The machine does NOT need lubrication or lubrication. Tips: Always place and drive this
machine on a clean, flat, durable, non-skid surface. Don't let any part of the machine hang over the edges of your workspace. When cutting fabrics, using a higher quality material with a tighter weave will help avoid wear and ensure better results. Using the Premium Crease Pad is required with Crease-Rule dying. Use
only one sheet of material with Crease-Rule Dies It is important to use Die Pick (including with Big Shot Pro) to clean bits of paper and other materials that are built in the joints dies (where the cutting rule meets). If the deaths are not clean, the scraps will eventually push the rule a little apart. Don't overload the car. Sizzix
Big Shot Pro Frequently asked questions: If I buy a Sizzix Big Shot Pro with Advanced Accessories, what Will Die Need Me Buy in order to cut 2 bands? A: Buy Bigz Die Strip 2 wide. However, keep in mind that if you are looking for a finished product to be 2 wide you need a band to die that is 2 1/2. The question is:
What is the difference in Big Shot Pro and Big Shot Plus? A: Big Shot Pro has a much larger platform - 13.5 compared to 9 for Plus. It handles large dies and is especially useful for quillers as it will handle 8 layers of tissue. Read more: Big Shot Pro Advanced Pad adapter allows all of your Sizzix steel rule dies to be
compatible with Big Shot Pro machines (additional platforms or adapters may be required to create a sandwich). Any cutting shape or embossed product that is thinner than Bigz Die will require a Big Shot Pro Solo Platform Shim and a waffle-thin Die Adapter that is sold separately. Guarantee: This product comes with a
three-year limited warranty. Visit sizzix.com/warranties or ellisoneducation.com/warranties for more information. Here's Customers talk about the Sizzix Big Shot Pro machine with advanced accessories: I wanted some of the dies that require a pro cutter so it was my Christmas present for myself. That's great. The
machine is very well built and will be very loved and used. I also purchased some of the big flower dies and they cut wonderfully with a professional! - Marilyn Dondero-Rich I love Big Shot Pro and I got it to use AccuCut Die that was about 10 inches wide. It turned out to be too thick for the Big Shot Pro, but I was able to
find a thinner plastic piece and run die on the tray without the instruction board that sits inside the tray. I am very glad that I got this death to run through Big Shot Pro. - heart1joy The most excellent machine. Makes cutting a blanket of fabric a breeze. I would recommend it to everyone. This store is amazingly fast with
their deliveries! - f0gwoman You have to log in to comment. Please click here to log in. sizzix big shot pro custom dies. sizzix big shot pro quilting dies. accuquilt dies in sizzix big shot pro
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